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  For the integration of work Qn multi-agent systems, we propose a communication model of
multi-agent systems which unifies CSP .(Communicating Sequential Processes)-based formulation of

the agents' communication and a first-order logical formalization based on meta logics. This model

captures various concepts of multi-agent systems: the concepts of the agents' environment such as

time, actions, conditional and causality, the concepts of mental attitudes such as knowledge, plans,

goals and intentions, and the concepts of agents' interaction such as speech acts, negotiations and

collaboration. In this paper, modal logical formulas of those concepts are rebuilt into a first-order

theory with three layers, as an executable specification for a proof system on first-order logic. This

first-order theory can be taken as a agent oriented programming language which gives a general
framework for integration of agent theories as specifications, agent architectures as problem solving

systems, and agent languages for programming.

                1. Introduction

  A multi-agent systern is a distributed computing

system composed of a number of intelligent agents. It

solves complex problems in a cooperative way even if

an agent connot solely solve. ,
  Much work has been done' on multi-agent systems in

various fields such as theories, architectures and

languages'O). Most theories for representing and rea-

soning about the properties of agents are based on

modal logies with possible worlds semantics2)･6)･8).

These theories allow us to describe complex behavior

of agents and mental attitudes. Modal logics, how-

ever, capture static properties in an abstract sense.

Because of less efficiency of proof mechanism, it.is

difficult to model multi-agent systems where agents

interact in their dynamic environments. For the con-

struction of agent systems that satisfy the properties

specified in agent theories, various agent architectures

have been proposed. Although these systems can be

applied to solve practical problems, they have no clear

correspondence with the logic used to express the

specificationii). As noted above, there is a gap
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between agent theories and architectures, that is, static

natures and dynamic systems. To bridge this gap, a

lot of agent languages including some architectures

have been developed. Those languages allow us to

program multi-agent systerns in terms of the concepts

in agent theories. There is, however, no unified model

that clarifies a correspondence of agent theories, archi-

tectures and Ianguages.

  For the integration of work on agent theories, archi-

tectures and languages, this paper proposes a model of

multi-agent systems unifying a formulation of commu-

nication based on CSP5) and a first-order formalization

of multi-modal logics9).

  In this paper, modal logics of agents' environment

and mental attitudes are rebuilt into a first-order the-

ory with three layers as executable specifications on

the bases of meta logics. Furthermore, we propose a

description method on agents' interaction, such as

speech acts, negotiation and collaboration, based on

the semantics of the 'calculus in CSP. This formaliza-

tion gives a general framework used to analyze, spec-

ify, design, and implement multi-agent systems.

     2. Formalization of enyironment models

2.1 Obje' ct-level descriptions

  Agents' environment consists of various concepts

such as states, actions, state transitions, time and
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Table 1 The formation rules of modal logical formulas

      ::t indivi tial constant indivi,du,al 'varinble                                                 function formterM
<function form> ::= <n-ary .function symbol>(<te'rml>, <terTrb2>, . . . , <termn>)

               ::=<n-ary state predicate symbol>(<ter'rni>, <term2>, ..., <termn>) 1<state     expression>
<action ･formula> ::= <n-ary action predic(Lte symbol>(<terrn･i>, <term2>,..., <termn>)
<formula> ::== <state expression> 1 .<form'u,la,> 1 <for'n'vula>&<formula> 1

            <formula> V <form'ula> 1 <fo'rm'u.la> - <formula> i ...
            FUTsome(<formula>) 1 UIVTIL(<form'ula>, <formula>) i ...
            OCCUR(<action forne'ul(t>) 1 CA USE(<action fo'rm'ula>, <formula>)
            COND2(<form'ula,>,<action for'rn.'ula>,<fo'rm'ula>) ...

1･-

l-･

Table 2 The transformation rules on T (`A', s)

    aslc expresslons
   T(`P(tl,t27･･･,tn)'iS) i P(t'1,t'2,･･･,tfn.,S)
     ll. :. /t,:.!i. Iz,ft L",d,g"Adi pme,.".st3.n,t,2'g,-:･til:i(.fli, .,

   T(`A & B',s) i T(`A', s) & T(`B", ,s)
   T(`A v B', s) ! T(`A', s) v T(`Bl ,s )

   T(`A . B',s) iii! T(`Al s) - T(`Bls)
  T(`.A',s) iii TT(`A',s)
  T(`VxA', s) i VxT(`A', s)
  T(`]xA', s) i ]xT(`A', s)

     ---   temporal expressions
  T(`FUTall(A)', so)
     iE Vsl{S (so,si) - T(`A', ,s･i)}

  T(`FUTsome(A)', so)
     ! ]Sl{ f{i (so,sl) & T(LAi, .s･1)}
  T(` UIV 7"llL(A, B)', so)
     iiii ]s1[S (so,s1) & T(CB', ,s1) ,!IL Vs2{S{ (.so, ,s･-･.,)

  T(` BEFORE(A, B)', so)
     Iii Vsl[< (so,sl) 8c T(`B', .sl) - ]s2{< (,s･o. ,s2)

     -41
   actlon expresslons
  T(` OCC UR(act)', so)
     i ]siT(`OCC UR( a,ct)', so, si )
  T(` OCC UR (act)', so, si )

     iiE E(act,so,sl) , a,ct is abtLsi{' a('tiion
  T(`0CCUR(IF p THEIV a,cti ELSE a･(Jt･L))'. +so- ･si)
     iEi {T(`p', so) & T(`OCCUR(a･(:ti)', b'o. si)}

        v{7T(`p', so) & T(`OCCUR(act2)-. su. +s'i)}
  T(`OCCUIRI(acti THEAI atct2)', su, ts2)
     E]sl{T(`OCCUR(a,ctl)',so,sl) Sc T(`

(d) causal and conditional expressions
  T(` CA USE(a,ct, 2tl)', so)

     iii ]si{T(`OCCUR(act)', so, ,si) & T(LA', .si)}
  T(` COAIDI(act, A)', so)
       Vsi{T(` OCC UR(act)', so, si ) - T(`A', si)}
  T(` COND2(A, act, B)', so)
     iii Vsi{T(`A', so) & T(`OCCUR(a,ct)', so, ･si)

a

(b)

(c)

vidual variable

Se < (s2, si) - T(`A', s2)}]

& <(s2,si) 8e T(`A',s2)}]

OCC UR (act2 )', si, s2 )}

- T(`B', si)}

causal relations.

 To express those concepts, we employ a multi-modal

predicate logic (called tmodal logic' for short) as a

description language, which extends first-order logic

by adding modal operators for time, actions, condi-

tional and causality. Formation rules of modal logi-

cal formulas are given in Table 1. In the this paper, a

level of the description regarding an environment of
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Table 3 The definitions of mental actions

TCOCCUR"(m-act)', si, Slri)

  =- ]ilr,]s, T(Al[ri, si, `OCCURM(m-act)', s2, aU2)

T(al[ri, si, `OCCUR"(assume(A))', s2, alr2)

  i R(iP,, s,, `A', s,, iU,)

T(Alri, si, `OCCUR"(verip(A))', s2, a?2)

  =- T(`A', s,, alPri)({} R(ftIPi, si, `A', s2, alt2)

T(aU,, si, `OCCUR"(execute(act))', s3, 'V3)

  i Rsense(Wi, Sl, `PreCOnd(aCt)', S2, IU2)

   & R(aP2, s2, `OCCUR(act))', sk, AU3)

T(iPi, si, `OCCUR"(execute(actacts))', op, ilr3)

  Ei T(alr,, s,, `OCCURM(execute(act))', s2, aU2)

   (g} T(aiP2, s2, `OCCUR"(execute(acts))', op, V3)

T(ftUi, si, `OCCUR"(Plan(goal, act-sq))', s2, ilr2)

  i T(al",, s,, `OCCUR"(venjy(COIVDI(act-sq, goal)))', op,

t--

V2)

agents is called the object-level.

  To integrate concepts expressed by modal logical

formulas, we formalize the structure of agents' envi-

ronment based on first-order logic. We introduce the

first-order predicate: T (`A', s), which represents that a

modal logical formula A is true at a state s. Table 2

lists the transformation rules of T (`A', s) on basic,

temporal, action, causal and conditional expressions.

2.2 Reasoning system based on first-order Iogic

  In this paper, we take agent's knowledge of his

environment as a set of first-order logical formulas

called a situation-description. We set a truth-value of

logical formulas based on the provability in a situation-

deecription and a constraint-description given by a set

of rules and meta-level descriptions.

  We represent that a modal logical formula A is true

at a state s in a situation-description W and a

constraint-description T, by the following provability

relation:

  TuairFT (`AL s) (1)
This relation means that T (`A', s) is derivable from aij

and T by the first-order logical inference of resolution,

paramodulation and default inference`). The default

inference is used for the reasoning about a continuation

of a state independent of action occurrences, and is

implemented as an inference procedure.

2.3 Dynamic interpretation of logical formulas

  To interpret dynamically the meaning of a logical

formula, we propose a mechanism which revises a

situation-description responding to a state transition

caused by an occurrence of an action. For example, a

procedure Revise, which revises a situation-description

Vi into all2 for the occurrence of an action act between

states si and s2, is defined as follows:

Revise(T, i?i, s2, OCCUR (act), s2, ilP2)

  =- alt2=(aP,u ,lr'ualP") (2)
where

 alp'= {T (`OCCUR (act)', si, s2)} U

      {T (`a', s2) I TuVi F T (`iB', si) and

          Action rule:

              T (`P', s,) & T (`OCCUR (act)', si, s2)

                  .T (`a', s2)ETUWi}

 ag"= {T (`7', s2)1

        T (`7', si)EaPi and

        T (`7', sp is derivable from AIr, uAlt'

            by the default inference procedure}

      3. Formalization of an agent model

3.1 Knowledge-level descriptions

 We consider a situation-description ilr as an individ-

ual constant of a meta-level. A situation-description

V, which shows an environment of an agent, can be

taken to be agent's knowledge of his environment in

his cognition process. On the basis of reflectioni), we

introduce meta-Ievel expressions of first-order predi-

cates T and R which correspond to the procedures of

proofs and rev{sions of situation-descriptions respec-

tively, as follows:

 TFT (`A', s, alr)oTualPrYT (`A', s) (3)

 TF R (Wi, si, `A', op, alr2)

          oRevise (T, aUb sb A, s2, iU2) (4)

The formula of the predicate T is an expression of
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Table 4 The definitions of the knowledge level revision

M-R(<¢i, Vi>, si, OCCUI?"(assume(A)), s2, <¢2, iU2>)

  iM-T(`R(aV,, s,, `A', s2, aP2)', ¢i)

   (f} ¢2 ==¢iU{R(ilPi, si, `A', s2, alt2)}

M-R(<¢i, alri>, si, OCCUR"(verij!Y(A)), s2, <¢2, iP2>)

  =- M-T(`T(`A', s,,- alr,)', ¢i)

   (S} M.T(`R(iU,, s,, `A', S2, ,U2)', ¢i)

   & ¢2 =¢iu{T(`A', si, aiji), R(aPi, si, `A', s2, aP2)}

M-R(<¢i, aPi>, si, OCCU]R"(execute(act)), s3, <¢3, NP3>)

 =- M-T(`Rsense(iVi, si, `Precond(act)', s2, aU2)', ¢i)

   (f} M-T(`R(aij2, s2, `OCCUR(act)', s3, V3)', ¢i)

   & ¢3=¢i U{Rsense(iiji, si, `Precond(act)1 s2, fiU2),
             R(fP2, s2, `OCC(71e(act)', s,, aU,)}

M-R(<¢i, aiji>, si, OCCUR"(Planigoal, act-sq)), s2, <¢2, 'P2>)

 =- M-R(<¢i, Vi>, si, OCCCZR"(verij!Y(COIVDI(act-sq, goal))), s2, <¢2, alr2>)
---

Table 5 The definitions of the intention-level revision

MM-R(<O,, ¢i, alri>, si, OCCUR"(achieve(A)), op, <st2, ¢2, aij2>)

  iMM-R(<9i, ¢i, igi>, si, OCCvaM(accomPlish(A)), s2, <n2, ¢2, aP2>)

   VMM-R(<sti, ¢i, ,iji>, si, OCCUI?M(request(set-goal(A))), s2, <n2, ¢2, aij2>)

MM-R(<Qi, ¢,, AVi>, si, OCCCll?M(accomPlish(A)), s3, <n3, ¢3, aij3>)

  i{7MM-T(`] act 17V7;EiIVD(act, si, <¢i, 'iji>', sti)

    & MM-T(`M-R(<¢i, Vi>, si, OCCU7ir"lplan(A, act-sq)), s2, <¢2, A?2>)', 9i)

    & 92=niu{17V71ELZVD(act-sq, si, <¢2, aU2>),

              M-R(<¢,, alr,>, si, OCCUR"(Plan(A, act-sq)), s2, <¢2, W2>)}

    ({} MM-R(<fl2, ¢2, iV2>, s2, OCCC)U?"(accomPlish(A)), s3, <fl3, ¢3, ilr3>)

  vMM-T(`]act 17V7;ElrlVD(act-sq, si, <¢i, ilri>', ni)

    & MM-T(`M-R(<¢,, aP,>, s,, OCCUIR"(etecute(first(act-sq))), s2, <¢2, aU2>)', fli)

    & 92== fliu{M-R(<¢i, alPri>, si, OCCUR"(execute(first(act-sq))), s2, <¢2, alr2>),

              111VCZE!rLIVD(tail(act-sq, s2, <¢2, ilP2>)}

    ({} MM-R(<92, ¢2, aU2>, s2, OCCU7e"(accomPlish(A)), s3, <fl3, ¢3, ilt3>)}

 V{MM-R(<Oi, ¢i, aPi>, si, OCCUIR"(verij5,(A)), s3, <st3, ¢3, iij3>)}
---

agent's mental state, and the formula of the predicate

R is an expression of an agent's mental state transi-

tion. In this paper, a level of expressions using the

predicates T and R is called a knowledge-level.

  An occurrence of agents' mental action m-act, which

causes a change of his mental state. can be expressed

by T (`OCCtLR" (nz-act)', s, aU) defined in Table 3. In

the definition of execute, Rsense (alri, si, `P7aecond(act), s2,

W2) represents that an agent senses and makes sure of

"Precond (act)" at a state si in a situation-description

iPi, and then, revises the state and the situation-

description into s2 and alr2.

 Furthermore, to interpret dynamically the meanings

of knowledge-level formulas, we define revision proce-

dures in knowledge-level, which satisfy the descrip-

tions as specifications on mental actions using the

predicates T and R in Table 3. For this purpose, a

situation-description on the knowledge-level ¢ is given,

which consists of knowledge-Ievel formulas of proofs

and revisions on the object-Ievel. We introduce an

expression on the proof procedure for knowledge-level

descriptions on the basis of reflection. A first-order

predicate M-T is defined as follows:

Tt F M-T (`lb･1 ¢)OT'u¢F lb･ (5)

where th is a knowledge-level expression and T' is a

constraint-description T without ¢.

 A procedure of revising knowledge-level descriptions

responding to an occurrence of a mental action m-act

is represented using the following first-order formula:

M-R (<¢, ap>, s, OCCU]l?" (m-act), s', <¢･,ap'>) (6)

Table 4 lists the definitions of the knowledge-level

revision M-R using the meta-level predicate M-T.
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     Table 6 The syntax of abstract-level descriptions

TZeeo7y

 self action Iabel

<SAL> ::= ass'tt,'irbe l verify 1 acco'rnptish l ...

 communication action label

<CAL> ::= infor'm l 'tbotify 1 set-goal 1 ...

 basic abstract action expression

<BAAE> ::=
  <SAL> t <forim･tt,l(t> ･･･ self EK}tion
  1 <CAL>`!<for7n/tt,la,> ･ ･･ requested action

  l <CAL>!<for'm,'tt,la> ･･･ request action

 abstract action exl)ression

<AA.E]> ::==

  l<BAAE> ･･･ ･･･ basic action
  ISTOP ･･･ ･･･ nil action
  i <BAAE>:=> <AAE> ･-･ action prefix
  1 <AAE> [] <AAE> ･･･ n<)ndeterministic
  l<AAE> 11 <AAE]> ･･･(t()minunication
  1<AAE> X <BAA E]> ･･･ c()ncealment
  ilLX･<AAII]> ･･･ recursion
  l･-

35

.

.

.

.

3.2 Intention-level descriptions

  In the same way as introducing the knowledge level,

an intention-level which is a meta-level of the
                '
knowledge-level, can also be formalized constructively

using the expressions of M-T and M-R. We intro-

duce an intention-level description fl which consists of

meta-level expressions of proofs and revisions in the

knowledge-level using the predicates M-T and M-R.

A first-order predicate MM-T which corresponds to a

proof procedure for intention-level descriptions is

defined as follows:

     T"F MM-T (`di', st)oT"u()F lfi･ (7)

where T" is a constraint-description T' without fl, and

th is an intention-level expression. An intention-level

expression is a formula of M-T, M-R or a first-order

formula: ZgV71EiLIVD (act, s, <¢, iP>) which means that an

agent intends to act at the state s in the situation

<¢,W>. We define a meta-meta-level expression
MM-R of the revision procedure on the intention-level.

For example, an action achieve by which an agent

autonomously plans his action and executes it until he

achieves his own goal or he requests of others to

achieve it is formalized in Table 5.

    4. Communication models between agents

  It is conceivable that communication between agents

is based on some protocols defined for types of mes-

sages. We formalize models of communication
between agents using CSP that is to specify descrip-

tions of communication protocols.

4.1 Abstract-level descriptions based on CSP

  Communication between agents is conceivable as a

higher concept than concepts on the intention-level

because agents decide their goals and intentions

through agents' interaction like speech acts. In our

approach, we describe mental actions of the intention-

level by CSP. This description is called an abstract-

level description. The syntax of expressions for the

abstract-level description is given in Table 6, and infer-

ence rules are given in Table 7. In this paper, we aim

at formalizing communication just between two

agents. It is considered that the abstract-level

description of an agent is independent of those of the

other agent.

4.2 Example
  Speech acts can be expressed in an abstract-level

description. For example, a series of actions M-acoj,

which shows "if the agent a is requested X, he

attempts the achievement of X and informs the reali-
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Table 7 The Inference rules on abstract-level descriptions

self action

MM-R(<n,¢,V>, s, OCCURM(a(A)), sl <n',op',Au'>)
alA =l> E{alA}E

transmlt actlon

        MM-R(<n,¢,v>, s, OCCURM(request(a(A))), s', <flt,¢t,wt>)

a lt4=>E{a L4}E

recelve action

      MM-R(<n,¢,Au>, s, OCCURM(re uested(a(A))), s', <fl',op',,ut>)

a !n cr>E{a !>4}E

suMdiE{a}E' if.,)
    2jEiIli{a}E;

       F{a}F'

COM,
E{a}E'

cOM2 EllF{ a}E'IIF' COM,

EIIF{a}E'11F

E{a !A}E' F{a 2X}F'
EllF{comm(a,A}E'11F'

---

zation of X", is expressed in the following manner:

  M-acoj=set-goal?XOaccomplishlXOnotip!X (8)

We express a series of actions M-acts which is a repeti-

tion that the agent b requests Y or he adds Z to his

knowledge if he is told Z is true.

  M-ateb == ptX. (setgoal! Y -> X

         O notdy?Z-) assumeLZ=)X) (9)
  In this example, the agent b wants to achieve G, in

other words, he is going to prove a revision on the

intention-level corresponding to the mental action

achive (G).

  If abstract-level descriptions of the agent a and the

agent b are given by "M-acla II M-ach", the agent b

requests the agent a for the achievement and the agent

a reports the agent b its success.

5. Conclusion

  For the integration of various work on agent the-

ories, architectures and languages, it is important to

model multi-agent systems in a unified way. From

this viewpoint, we have proposed a model of multi-

agent systems based on CSP and meta logics. In this

paper, descriptions by multi-modal predicate logics are

rebuilt into a theory of first-order logic based on meta

logics. Those descriptions can be regarded as

executable specifications for a proof system of first-

order logic. This formalization allows us to program

multi-agent systems in terms of logics on agents' envi-

ronments and their mental conditions. First-order

logic gives a general framework for analyzing, specify-

ing, designing, and implementation of multi-agent sys-

tems. Formulation of agents' interactions based on'

the calculation system of CSP gives a communication

model of multi-agent systems which enables us both to

describe specifications of speech acts and to define

agents' behavior. This model can be taken as to be a

model of an operating system for an agent language.

  It would also be important to model interactions

among many agents, although communication between

just two agents is formalized in this paper. We take

knowledge regarding each agent's environment as to

be fundamentally independent. But in the case that

the proposed method is applied to the real world, it

becomes required to formalize common knowledge and

its revision. These should be addressed in future

work.
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